FEATURES
1. Easy to install
2. Light & portable design
3. Power from notebook or desktop PC
4. Important data can be securely saved
5. USB 2.0 High speed transfer

- USB 2.0 (480Mbps)
- Supports 2.5" hard drive up to 100GB HDD
- Aluminum enclosure provides excellent heat dissipation
- LED for power and disk activity
- Appropriate cables included
- No external power required
- Supports Plug and Play

SPECIFICATIONS
Interface: USB 2.0 to PATA HDD
Data Transfer Rate: 480 Mbps
Dimension/Weight: 122 (L) X 78.5 (W) X 12.9 (H) mm / 73 g
Power: Bus Power. No External power necessary.

Model Code: EE-U2-AS250